
We are passionate about visual storytelling 



PHOTOMAIO is an innovative, fast-developing media brand with more than 10 years of experience.  
Providing video and photo-shooting services, we specialize in the tourism sector to including; hotels, resorts, luxury villas and yachts. 

Founded in 2010 (Italy), by Alberto Maiorano, the company has quickly expanded internationally.  
Our team consists highly-skilled, hand-picked professionals that include; video-makers, photographers, writers, licensed drone pilots, virtual reality 

experts, graphics designer and web-masters. Combined, we offer a full-service, global branding with supreme content creation for your business. 

We will promote and highlight your business, service or product by creating/producing storytelling through film and/or high-quality images. 

We maintain the highest standards and service delivery methods, along with client feedback, to consistently ensure your business is best represented.  
PHOTOMAIO proudly enters into each project as a long-term partner, with strict internal quality assurance guidelines,  

in order to ensure your lasting success.   

 

WATCH VIDEO

We Are Content Creator 

Alberto Maiorano, Founder & CEO 

https://vimeo.com/291784231


PHOTOGRAPHY

Lifestyle - Commercials - Architecture
Sports - Events

VIDEO PRODUCTION

Commercials - Corporate 
Hotels & Resorts - Real Estate - Yachts & Boats

EXTRA SERVICES

Website - Graphics - Brochure - Prints
[ in collaboration with our selected Partners ]



After studying the client's needs and the target audience, our Team works 
with you to develop the concept, collect the raw footage, edit, and then 

submit a final product that will ‘wow’ your clients. 

We are specialised in: 

COMMERCIAL - CORPORATE - HOTELS & RESORTS 
REAL ESTATE - YACHTS & BOATS 

VIDEO PRODUCTION



CONCEPT / STORYBOARD
From studying the concept, to the storyboard 
development, we listen to our client before offering 

tailored ideas in order to create the unique story.

PRODUCTION
We take care of logistics, spot/location selection, 
movements and castings, so you don't need to lift a 

finger.  So you can sit back and enjoy the full-
service experience without having to get involved 

into the process.

EDITING / SUBMITTING THE SERVICE
Once the shooting is completed, we will edit 

according to the initial storyboard and complement 
the film with professional voiceover, commercial-

grade soundtrack, and/or motion graphics.  

Finally, we will submit you the video in any format 
and resolution you choose for review and approval.

VIDEO PRODUCTION 



COMMERCIAL 
VIDEO PRODUCTION

Each company, business or brand stands out. That is why prior to 
create a film, we meticulously study the business environment 
and the target group of our client in order to produce a tailored 
deliverable that exceeds your highest expectations.  

We specialize in helping small companies build their brand 
through production of commercial videos with cinematographic 
style that may include actors, voiceovers, and soundtracks. 



HOTELS & RESORTS 
VIDEO PRODUCTION

Let us help you boost, grow, and increase your bookings 
with our emotional films. 

We believe that each holiday estate is unique and we 
help you to showcase your luxury location through a 
short film production. PHOTOMAIO has vast experience 
producing storytelling videos for hotels, resorts, and villas 
all over the world.



REAL ESTATE 
VIDEO PRODUCTION

Listings with videos increase the average time people spend on the site. 
With a personalised and unique video, selling or renting the property 
becomes much easier. 
  
Emotional films with actors, along with informational videos, are 
necessary to elevate the property views. Our clients include prestigious 
Italian and foreign real estate agents who have entrusted us with the 
production of exclusive and enchanting films.



YACHTS & BOATS 
VIDEO PRODUCTION

The promotional video is a powerful tool in the charter 
vessel industry. Your agency can now promote the charter 
services through short and engaging films.   

With the participation of actors and a story, your potential 
customers can experience the full-range of opulent 
services while onboard. Using drones and the underwater 
gear, we create the extraordinary videos with various 
points of view that best represent your vessel.



WE CREATE, YOU SELL



LIFESTYLE COMMERCIAL ARCHITECTURE
REAL ESTATE /SPORT /

An image is worth a thousand words …

PHOTOGRAPHY



PHOTOGRAPHY

LIFESTYLE / SPORT 
Capturing the right moment, in the right place, is our specialty. 



COMMERCIAL 
PHOTOGRAPHY

Anything can be made photogenic. However, creating a stunning image becomes a real challenge for the majority of photographers.  
As artists, PHOTOMAIO indulges in such challenges and makes it our mission! 



PHOTOGRAPHY

ARCHITECTURE / REAL ESTATE 
We get inspired by the sleek lines and beautiful forms that are designed by the renowned architects that work with us.  
This also helps us to determine and articulate the statement piece in every single property that we showcase. 



 TEAM

Alberto Maiorano 
Founder & CEO 

Videomaker - Fotographer 

 +39 3283653927 [ITA-ENG] 

Skype: albertomaiorano 

Tatiana Soroka 
Co-Founder & Production Manager 

Writer 

+39 3461495159 [ITA-ENG-RUS] 

Skype: soroka.tatiana 

meet the

V



Our team is made of experienced professionals in video-making, photography, writing, VR-virtual reality and drone pilots  
who selflessly work until the customer is fully-satisfied. 

Jacopo Cecchini 
Working in Italy and abroad 

Videomaker - Fotographer

Daniele Castellaro 
Working in Italy and abroad 

Licensed drone pilot

Marco Ferrando 
Working in Italy and abroad 

Photographer Storyteller

Sean McKay Holt 
Working around the world 

Scriptwriter

COLLABORATORS



photomaio.it 
info@photomaio.it         

 

http://www.photomaio.it/
http://www.photomaio.it

